Abstract—The use of multiple-patterning optical lithography for sub-20nm technologies has become inevitable with delays in adopting the next generation of lithography systems. The biggest technical challenge of multiple patterning is failure to reach a manufacturable layout-coloring solution, especially in dense layouts. This paper offers a post-layout solution for the removal of conflicts, i.e., patterns that cannot be assigned to different masks without violating spacing rules. The proposed method essentially consists of three steps: layout coloring, exposure layers and geometric rules definition, and, finally, layout legalization using compaction and multiple-patterning rules as constraints. The method is general and can be used for different multiple-patterning technologies including LELE double-patterning (DP), triple/multiple-patterning (i.e., multiple litho-etch steps), and self-aligned double patterning (SADP). For demonstration purposes, we apply the proposed method in this paper to remove conflicts in DP. We offer an $O(n)$ layout-coloring heuristic algorithm for DP, which is up to 80X faster than the ILP-based approach. The conflict-removal problem is formulated as a linear program (LP), which permits an extremely fast run-time (less than 1 minute in real time for macro layouts). The method was tested on standard cells and macro layouts from a commercial 22nm library designed without any multiple-patterning awareness; for many cells, the method removes all conflicts without any area increase; for some complex cells and macro, the method still removes all conflicts but with a modest 6% average increase in area.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The use of double/multiple-patterning (DP/MP) optical lithography for sub-20nm technologies has become inevitable with delays in adopting the next generation of lithography systems. One of the most favorable MP alternatives is pitch-split DP where layout patterns are formed with two separate exposure and etch (or develop) steps (i.e. litho-etch-litho-etch process). Hereafter, we will use the term DP to denote pitch-split DP.

For a layout to be DP manufacturable, layout features that violate the minimum spacing of single patterning (a.k.a. minimum same-mask or same-color spacing) must be assigned to different masks. The biggest technical challenge of multiple patterning is failure to reach a manufacturable mask-assignment solution, especially in dense layouts. Layouts designed with conventional rules are generally incompatible with DP; whereas, designing layouts with DP rules is a burden for the designer and requires enormous manual effort. This paper offers an automated post-layout solution for adapting conventional layouts to MP technology.

DP mask assignment is essentially a two-color labeling problem [2] and is often referred to as DP coloring or DP layout decomposition. In DP coloring, the layout is represented with a conflict graph, where nodes represent layout polygons to be colored and arcs represent coloring constraints. An arc between two nodes denotes a manufacturing constraint on the two corresponding layout polygons to color with two different colors. This constraint is necessary to ensure the printability of non-touching polygons assigned to the same exposure and separated by a distance smaller than the minimum same-color spacing rule. A conflict graph is colorable with two colors and no constraint violations only when the graph contains no odd cycles, i.e. cycles with odd number of arcs; and, an odd cycle is referred to as a coloring conflict.

The difference between DP coloring and the labeling problem of graph theory is that a layout polygon can be a composite of layouts of different masks. The splitting of polygons into multiple parts on different masks is known as stitching and the location where the two masks join is called a stitch. Although stitching complicates the labeling problem, it is an efficient and practical method to conform many, originally DP-unfriendly, layout patterns to DP. In particular, stitching is used to break some odd cycles in the conflict graph getting rid of some coloring conflicts (as illustrated by the example of Figure 1). Even with stitching, many patterns cannot be assigned to the two masks without violation of the minimum same-color spacing. Such patterns are called native DP conflicts and resolving these conflicts – with certain layout perturbation – is the biggest challenge facing the deployment of DP.
A. Prior art in DP coloring

Prior works in DP coloring differ mainly by the way stitches are dealt with. Rule-based stitching where polygons are split at certain fixed locations is proposed in [3, 4]. The drawback of this method is that many stitch locations cannot be found by the rules.

In [5, 6], the layout is segmented into rectangles, stitches that can resolve DP conflicts are determined, and the coloring problem with stitch minimization is formulated as an integer linear program (ILP). Segmentation of the layout into rectangles has many drawbacks. First, it complicates the problem as it forces the consideration a lot of extra stitch locations that should never be used. Consider the example of Figure 2. Rectangle C has same-color spacing violations with both rectangles A and B. As a result, A and B must always be assigned to the same mask to avoid a DP conflict and the stitch location at the joint of A and B is never used. The second drawback of segmentation is that it makes the handling of multiple same-color rule values difficult. Because rectangles are mapped into nodes, there is no easy way to distinguish between side-to-side (S2S), tip-to-side (T2S), and tip-to-tip (T2T) same-color spacing rules that may have different values in modern technologies. For example, the left vertical edge of shape A in Figure 2, which corresponds to a line-side, will be confused with a tip using conventional polygon-identification and manipulation engines such as Calibre. Also, handling the bottom horizontal edge of shape B is complicated as it is affected by the actual coloring; it should be considered a tip when the two shapes are colored differently or ignored when the two shapes are colored with the same color. Another drawback of the methods of [5, 6] is that ILPs are very time consuming to solve (NP-hard problem [7]). In addition, the method in [6] can only be applied to gridded layouts with a grid size equal to half the pitch, which is not the case for many layers (e.g., M1).

The work of [8] proposes a graph-reduction method to reduce the size of the coloring problem. The method avoids segmentation of the layout into rectangles and its associated drawbacks. On the downside, the method formulates the problem as a maximum-cut problem, which is an NP-complete problem, and solves it using ILP.

The more recent work of [9] formulates the coloring problem with stitch minimization as a minimum-cut problem and solves the problem in \( O(n^{1.5} \log n) \). In [10], a method for DP coloring with multiple objectives including stitch minimization is proposed. The method is based on min-cut partitioning and the problem is solved in a polynomial time algorithm. These methods are also based on the segmentation of the layout into rectangles and cannot handle multiple same-color spacing rules. The work in [11] offers a method to speed up the coloring process through graph partitioning.

B. Prior art in conflict removal

Prior art in layout perturbation to resolve DP conflicts [12–14] generally formulates the problem as an ILP (except [14]). Moreover, all previous works segment the layout into rectangles and move rectangles around to eliminate DP conflicts.

Working with rectangles has the same drawback discussed earlier and some additional drawbacks. The problem is further complicated because the automated layout perturbation solver (ILP or compaction) needs to maintain the connectivity of rectangles at joints (e.g., L-shape) through additional constraints. Moreover, because the constraints of the solver are defined between rectangles, overlap rules with features from the top and bottom layers cannot be handled correctly. Consider again the example of Figure 2 where an L-shape metal overlaps with a via (or contact) at the corner. If the via movement is blocked, the solver will try to move shapes A and B so that each covers the via completely. Not only these moves are unnecessary because the via is initially covered, but they can also impact the layout area and the effectiveness of the conflict removal.

In [12], DP requirements are added to the ILP constraints to perform DP-aware layout migration while minimizing area and layout perturbation. In addition to the problems with segmentation, the method leads to unmanageable number of constraints, excessive runtime to solve the ILP, and does not work well when the layout contains DP conflicts initially (i.e., not migrated from a previous generation).

In [13], wire spreading is proposed to remove DP conflicts. All wire-spreading options that reduce DP conflicts are pre-computed and conflicts and wire moves are minimized in the ILP. In addition to the problems common to all prior works that are discussed earlier, wire spreading can reduce the number of conflicts by a modest amount (as the results in [13] show). Many conflicts can be resolved with edge-location adjustment and wire-width reduction but not with wire spreading. Moreover, to avoid creating new DP conflicts, the method only moves segments when their spacing from all neighboring wires after the movement is at least equal to the same-color spacing. In many actual cases however, we may be able to move the segment to a closer distance from its neighbors – equal to the different-color spacing (typically half the same-color spacing) – and still avoid creating new conflicts. The method of [13] cannot detect such cases and unnecessarily limits the wire spreading because, otherwise, the entire graph will have to be checked for newly created conflicts for every wire-spreading option.

Rather than solving the problem with an ILP, the work in [14] applies traditional layout compaction – based on minimum-area metric – iteratively as long as DP conflicts are reduced. At each iteration, the process of DP-compliance

---

1When the segment is assigned a different color than its neighbors.
checking, which includes pattern projection [5], segmentation, conflict graph generation, and odd cycle detection, is performed initially. DP constraints at odd cycles only are then generated and a trial compaction is performed. The DP-compliance check is repeated and, if the number of odd cycles is reduced, the DP-constraints are permanently committed. In addition to the problems associated with segmentation into rectangles and the large runtime of iterative compaction and performing the DP-compliance check twice at each iteration, the method is not effective in removing DP conflicts and keeps a large number of conflicts unresolved (as reported in [14]). Because DP constraints are generated only at odd cycles, resolving one conflict may create a new conflict in other parts of the layout. As a result, the iterative compaction may stop without removing many DP conflicts that otherwise could have been resolved. In our work, we were able to remove DP conflicts efficiently, effectively, and simultaneously across all layers. This was made possible by essentially defining DP constraints all over the layout in terms of DRs – after an initial coloring that minimizes the number of conflicts – and applying linear programming-based layout compaction once across all layers.

C. Our approach

In this paper, we extend our work presented in [15]. This work offers an automated post-layout solution for adapting conventional layouts to MP technology. The proposed method essentially consists of three steps: layout coloring, exposure layers and geometric rules definition, and, finally, layout legalization using compaction and multiple-patterning rules as constraints. The method is general and can be used for different multiple-patterning technologies including LELE DP, tripe/multiple-patterning with multiple litho-etch steps, and self-aligned double patterning (SADP). For demonstration purposes, we apply the proposed method in this paper for DP in LELE process.

We follow a different approach for the DP coloring than prior works. Specifically, we use DR-dependent projection to determine the features that may cause DP conflicts and their actual, possibly non-rectangular, shapes (as in [8]). We then formulate the problem as a labeling problem that we solve in a $O(n)$ heuristic algorithm. In our method, all candidate stitches that can be useful are automatically identified and are reduced by the algorithm. Because we use all candidate stitches, our method guarantees a conflict-free coloring solution when the layout has no native conflicts (i.e., conflicts that cannot be resolved with stitching).

Using a linear program (LP), DP conflicts are removed and the layout is legalized simultaneously across multiple layers by edge-based layout perturbation. This layout legalization is performed through layout compaction formulated as a minimum perturbation problem, unlike [14] that uses minimum-area metric for compaction\(^2\). The proposed methodology allows the layout designer to design with conventional single-patterning layers and DRs, masking the complexity of dealing with double-patterning layers and requirements.

Our proposed methodology for designing DP-compatible layouts is depicted in Figure 3. Using existing non DP-compatible layouts or layouts designed from scratch using conventional rules, we perform an optional step of layout simplification at DP layers for the possible sacrifice of non-crucial parts as described in Section IV. We then carry out DP coloring while considering all candidate stitch locations. If the layout contains DP native conflicts, the conflicts are removed and the layout is legalized simultaneously across all layers while minimizing layout perturbation using a LP and maintaining the same area as the original layout. Optionally, in case some native conflicts remain unresolved, the LP-based layout legalization is repeated while allowing an area increase to remove more DP conflicts (all conflicts are removed after this step in most cases).

We make the following contributions.

- We offer a framework for DP coloring and legalization while minimizing layout perturbation. The framework guarantees the legalization of the layout across all layers simultaneously and achieves conflict-free standard-cell/macro layouts that are fully compatible with DP.
- We propose a $O(n)$ heuristic algorithm for DP coloring that guarantees a conflict-free solution for layouts without native conflicts by using all candidate stitch locations.
- We formulate the problem of conflict removal as a LP, which can be solved in polynomial time [17], as opposed to prior art of conflict removal that formulate the problem as an ILP, which is NP-hard [7].
- We handle, during coloring as well as legalization, complex same-color spacing rules including tip-to-tip and tip-to-side in addition to the minimum spacing, unlike previous works that only handles a single same-color rule value.

The remaining paper is organized as follows. Section II describes our coloring approach, which handles complex same-color spacing rules and guarantees conflict-free solution for layouts without native conflicts. Section III presents our method for DP conflict removal and layout legalization based on minimum perturbation. A method to improve the effectiveness of the conflict removal is described in Section IV. Section V shows how DP-compatible designs can be achieved after applying the proposed methodology for standard cells. Section VI presents the experimental results, while Section VII concludes the paper.
Figure 4. DR-dependent projection to identify violating parts and stitch locations. Violating parts are the blue features and non-violating parts are the clear features.

II. DP COLORING

We follow a different approach for the DP layout decomposition than what is presented in the literature. We first find all parts of the layout that have same-color spacing violations with neighboring features and, then, we assign these violating parts to the two masks. In this way, candidate locations of stitches are automatically defined and can be easily minimized as we show later in this section. In the end, non-violating parts can be assigned to either mask. If a non-violating part touches features of the same mask, we assign it to that same mask to avoid introducing extra stitches; whereas, if a non-violating part touches features of different masks, we assign it to both masks to maximize the overlap region of the masks. The details of this implementation follow.

A. Multiple-spacing rules projection

We start with DR-dependent projection to identify violating parts as illustrated in Figure 4. From each edge in the layout, side or tip, we project to the neighboring features and determine neighboring edges with which the corresponding same-color spacing rule is violated\(^3\). From the violating edges and based on the values of the corresponding spacing violation, we determine the exact parts of the layout that violate the same-color spacing with their neighbors. Violating parts that are smaller than the minimum feature size allowed on a single mask are grown within polygons of the original layer to meet the minimum requirement.

Unlike previous works that can only allow a single same-color spacing rule, we allow three same-color spacing rules with different values: side-to-side (S2S), tip-to-side (T2S), and tip-to-tip (T2T). When a single same-color spacing rule is allowed, the largest spacing rule value must be used as the minimum same-color spacing to ensure no DP conflicts are missed. The advantage of allowing multiple same-color spacing rule-values is crucial whenever the values of spacing rules differ, which is the case in latest technologies. The importance of allowing different values for the different rules will be quantified in Section VI.

B. Coloring objectives

The main objective of DP coloring is to assign features to the two different masks with the minimum number of conflicts. A secondary objective is to minimize stitches, which may increase yield loss due to overlay error between the first and second exposure layers. Because stitches can remove certain conflicts (as illustrated in Figure 1), we consider all possible stitch locations during coloring and get rid of stitches that do not affect the number of conflicts. If a stitch is introduced inside any violating part, then one of the stitch’s sides will have to be assigned to the same mask as the neighboring part that created the violation, which leads to a new DP conflict (as in Figure 2). As a result, stitches should be located only in non-violating parts. Since DP conflicts are between violating parts only, stitches are beneficial (i.e. may reduce the number of conflicts) only if placed in non-violating parts that separate two or more violating parts. In other words, a single stitch is sufficient in such non-violating parts and stitches in a non-violating part that connect to a single violating part is useless because we can always assign such non-violating part to the same mask as the connected violating part (see example of Figure 4). In addition, stitches that cannot guarantee the minimum overlap length of the two masks are disregarded (by joining the connected violating parts).

Although an odd cycle will always result in a DP conflict no matter the coloring, deciding what features go on the same mask can affect the efficiency of the conflict removal. To see how, consider the example of Figure 5. This layout contains an odd cycle between shapes A, B, and C. In Figure 5(a), the coloring solution leads to a conflict between shapes A and B that can be resolved only if the gates are spaced apart and, consequently, the layout area is increased; whereas, in Figure 5(b), the coloring solution results in a conflict between shapes B and C that can be resolved by moving C to the right without increasing the layout area. To take advantage of this observation, we make violations in the orthogonal orientation of gates (vertical violations for our layouts) more critical than the ones in other orientations (horizontal and diagonal violations for our layouts). Similarly, we make horizontal violations more critical than diagonal violations because the latter typically require less additional separation to fix.

C. Implementation details

The coloring of violating parts is straightforward and its first-stage initial coloring is performed in $O(n)$, where $n$ is the number of violations and candidate stitches. An example that illustrate the coloring steps is given in Figure 6 and the details of the algorithm are presented in Figure 7.

We start by constructing the conflict graph, where violating parts are represented by nodes and violations and stitches are represented by arcs. We represent vertical violations by solid arcs, horizontal violations by dotted arcs, diagonal violations by double-line arcs, and stitches between two shapes by arcs.

\(^3\)This can be done using existing DRC tools and in a similar fashion as in [5].
with two-sided arrows. For each connected component (identifying connected components is $O(n)$), we pick a violation-arc with preference to vertical over horizontal and horizontal over diagonal arcs and assign the two connected nodes to different masks. Whenever a new node is assigned, its connected arcs get added to first-in-first-out (FIFO) queues of the different types of violations and stitches to be processed next. A new arc (possibly a stitch-arc) is popped from the different queues with preference to violation-arcs over stitch-arcs and the same preference for the different violation-arcs as before. This process is repeated until all arcs in the component are processed. Each node is assigned only once: when a violation-arc is processed, the two nodes are assigned to different masks and, when a stitch-arc is processed, the two nodes are assigned to the same masks.

We perform a second-stage coloring where the initial coloring is possibly flipped to further reduce the number of used stitches. Each part of a component that is connected with violation-arcs only (without stitches) is called a sub-component and stitches connect different sub-components (see Figure 6). Each sub-component has a flipping score based on which the coloring of its nodes is flipped or preserved. When a stitch is processed, we record the connection of the two connected sub-components; if the stitch is used, the flipping score is decremented by one (the score being zero initially); if the stitch is unused, the flipping score is incremented by one. So, by flipping a sub-component with a negative score, the number of stitches is reduced by the amount of the score.

We follow two approaches to determine the sub-components where color-flipping is beneficial. The first is based on a greedy heuristic algorithm where sub-components with negative scores are flipped in a decreasing order of scores. When a sub-component is flipped, the sub-component and its neighbors are prevented from future flipping (i.e., flipping is locked). Although this algorithm may reach a sub-optimal solution, it ensures $O(n)$ running time for the overall coloring procedure. The most suboptimal solution occurs for the case shown in Figure 8. Here, the greedy algorithm will only color-flip the center node with the highest flipping-score $N$. The optimal solution is to flip every other neighbor of the center node with a score of $(N - 1)$. Since the center node has $N$ neighbors, the optimal solution results in $N^2 - 1$ less stitches than the initial coloring solution and $N^2 - 3$ stitches less than the solution obtained with the greedy algorithm. This worst case and similar bad scenarios are uncommon for actual layouts, however, and the sub-optimality of the greedy flipping is limited in practice as we will show in our experimental results (Section VI).

In the second flipping approach, the flipping problem is formulated as a minimum-cut problem (inspired by the minimum-cut formulation for graph coloring of [8, 9]). We construct a flipping graph where nodes represent sub-components and every edge represents one or more candidate stitches between two sub-components. A used stitch is associated with a flipping score of $-1$ and an unused stitch is associated with a flipping score of $1$. The sum of flipping scores of all candidate stitches between any two-sub-components determines the edge’s weight as shown in Figure 6. Now, the problem is equivalent to partitioning the graph into two parts: one part where the coloring will be flipped and another part where the coloring will be preserved. It is easy to see that the problem is solved optimally by partitioning the graph based on the
minimum cut with the smallest sum of weights (as it was also shown in [9]). In case the conflict graph has no DP conflicts (i.e., no odd-cycles), such solution gives the minimum number of stitches; in case the graph has DP conflicts, however, optimal flipping may not correspond to optimal overall number of stitches because the way the odd cycle is colored can affect the number of stitches.

For finding the minimum cut, we use Stoer and Wagner’s MINCUT algorithm [18], which has a running time of $O(n \log(n))$. If the minimum cut has a negative value, the coloring of sub-components of one of the partitions (i.e., from one side of the cut) is flipped to reduce the number of used stitches by the absolute value of the cut.

It is important to note that, for the MINCUT algorithm we used [18] to work properly and to enhance the run-time, the algorithm is applied for each connected component of the conflict graph separately since the coloring of connected components can be performed independently.

4Although the loop of line 18 to 21 is theoretically higher than $O(n)$, it takes much less time to execute than the $O(n)$ loop of line 6 to 17 because neighbors of flipped sub-components are skipped and the number of neighbors for a sub-component is less than 3 in most cases and at most 10 in practice.
special case, the coloring with two DP violations may be easier
to fix than that with a single violation depending on the layout
(at the same layer as well as the top and bottom layers).

III. Conflict Removal while Minimizing Perturbation

Our layout legalization naturally applies for DP,
triple/multiple-patterning (TP/MP), and SADP. We focus
on the application of the methodology for DP and show how it can be extended for TP and SADP.

After the DP layout decomposition with the minimum number of conflicts is complete, our objective is to make
the layout compatible with DP and resolve the conflicts while minimizing layout perturbation. We use the method proposed in [1] for layout legalization with minimum perturbation as the objective. The layout is represented as a constraint graph where nodes correspond to the layout edges and arcs correspond to the DRs that need to be met between any two layout edges. Arcs are assigned weights that correspond to the values of rules as illustrated in Figure 10. Layer-to-layer connectivity is maintained through the DRs between the layers, which are represented in the graph by arcs between nodes of the different layers.

The two mask layouts of any double-patterned layer are defined as stand-alone layers. Same-color spacing rules, between features of the same mask, including side-to-side, tip-to-tip, and tip-to-tip are mapped into arcs between the nodes of the stand-alone mask layer in the constraint graph. DRs that define the interaction between the two mask layouts (e.g., minimum overlap length) are mapped into arcs between the nodes of the two stand-alone mask layers. For the interactions across different layers in the stack (e.g., M1 and contacts), we define any double-patterned layer as the union of its two mask layouts and map across-layers DRs into arcs between nodes of the union layers\(^5\).

As in layout compaction, the two-dimensional minimum perturbation problem is simplified by solving the one-dimensional problem successively (in \(x\) and \(y\) directions). It is important to note that the order in which the two-dimensional problem is solved, i.e. \(x\) or \(y\) direction first, can give different results; in our experiments, we solve the problem in both possible orders and choose the best solution. The 1D minimum perturbation problem is formulated as a LP as follows.

\[
\text{Minimize } \sum_i W_i |X_i - X_i^{\text{init}}| \\
\text{Subject to : } X_j - X_i \geq d_{ij}, \forall A_{ij},
\]

where \(X_i\) and \(X_i^{\text{init}}\) are the current location and the initial location of node \(i\) and \(W_i\) is the weight for the perturbation of node \(i\) from its initial location. \(W\) is normally assigned a value of 1. It can be assigned a larger value to penalize the movement of edges that are less desirable (e.g., edges near the cell boundary) or prevent edges at certain layers from moving (e.g., diffusion/poly layers). \(A_{ij}\) is the arc between nodes \(i\) and \(j\), which represents the DR constraint between the two layout elements, and \(d_{ij}\) is the weight of arc \(A_{ij}\), which represent the value of the DR.

\(^5\)Rather than using layers of the mask layouts and have the same problem highlighted in Figure 2.

Figure 10 shows the construction of the constraint graph and the definition of constraints in the \(x\)-direction for an example double-patterned layout.

In today’s technology, design rules can be complex. For example, spacing rules can depend on the edge type (e.g., tip, side, side of a fat wire, etc.). To handle such complex rules, we pre-process the layout before the construction of the constraint graph to identify/label the type of each edge; this information is then used to determine what rule is applied when defining the constraint between any two edges. It is worth noting that pattern-based design rules, which may be introduced at future technologies, are expected to be a challenge for our methodology as well as compaction methods in general. Handling of such rules is beyond the scope of this work.

We obtain an equivalent formulation to the original problem with a linear objective function by introducing two new variables \(L\) and \(R\) for each node \(i\) as follows (details in [1]):

\[
\text{Minimize } \sum_i W_i (R_i - L_i) \\
\text{Subject to : } X_j - X_i \geq d_{ij}, \forall A_{ij},
\]

\(L_i \leq X_i, L_i \leq X_i^{\text{init}}, \forall i\)

\(R_i \geq X_i, R_i \geq X_i^{\text{init}}, \forall i\).

This formulation permits the application of the method for practical layouts that use a discrete manufacturing grid for the coordinates. According to the total unimodularity property [19], when all \(X_i^{\text{init}}\) and \(d_{ij}\) are integers, the solution of the problem consists of integers only. The handling of gridded design rule constraints can be achieved as in [20]. The target on-grid locations are determined and on-grid constraints are relaxed to spacing constraints between the target locations and the cell boundary. After this relaxation, the problem is still formulated and solved as a linear program as detailed in [20].

To handle infeasible constraints, we relax the unsatisfied arc constraints such that all constraints are feasible and a penalty is added in the objective function for the originally infeasible constraint. Section IV gives more details about the handling of infeasible constraints and in-depth details can be found in [1].

Our formulation of the problem maintains all inter and intra layer connectivity, which are represented as constraints in the graph. Internal connectivity of double-patterned layers at stitches is maintained through the minimum overlap length constraint. The conflict-removal problem is solved globally for the entire layout using a single LP with constraints on all layout layers. As a results, our method permits the removal of DP conflicts across all layout layers simultaneously. And,
because we formulate the problem as a minimum perturbation problem, our method ensures that the removal of a conflict in one part of the layout will not create a new conflict or design-rule violation in another part of the layout.

The way we formulate the conflict-removal problem permits the application of our methodology for layout legalization for TP and SADP. To apply the methodology for TP, TP coloring is performed instead of DP coloring and the three mask-layers of any triple-patterned layer are treated as three stand-alone layers. All TP rules that define the interaction between these three mask-layers (i.e., spacing and overlap rules) are mapped into constraints between the stand-alone layers. And, rules that define the interactions between the triple-patterned layer as a whole and the top/bottom-level layers (e.g., contacts/VIA layers) are mapped into constraints between edges of the union of the three mask-layers and the edges of the top/bottom-level layers. In a similar fashion, the methodology can be applied for SADP; all that is needed is a SADP-coloring method as [21] and a set of design rules to ensure SADP compatibility of the layout as in [22].

IV. Layout Pre-Processing for More Efficient DP Conflict Removal

In actual layouts, we observe that some DP conflicts can be avoided by simple notch removal prior to coloring. In addition, many conflicts on the M1 layer are caused by segments that are added to cover redundant contacts/vias or to maximize the pin-access region. Redundant contacts and vias improve manufacturability, but they are not absolutely required. The same is true for pin segments that extend beyond the minimum requirement to ensure pin-accessibility. The addition of these extra segments is considered a good layout practice to maximize the pin-access region and, consequently, improve the routing efficiency. We take advantage of these observations and, as an option, we perform notch filling and allow the possible sacrifice of redundancy and extra pin segments to improve the results of the DP conflict removal framework\(^6\). Specifically, we pre-process the layout prior to the coloring to mark potential sacrificial features. During the legalization and conflict-removal, these features are recovered whenever possible without creating any new violations.

\(^6\)Note if these features are necessary to meet a certain requirement on yield/routability score, it would be possible to mark a fraction of these features for possible sacrifice or simply avoid this optional step altogether.

A. Small notch removal

Small notches, or small-depth U-shapes, with depth less than a certain value, \(D_{\text{min}}\), may be manufactured with a single exposure. Deeper notches, however, require the two segments of the notch to be assigned to different exposures (i.e., colors). In some layouts, assigning the two segments of a notch different colors is not possible without creating a coloring violation and, in such case, the notch contributes to the number of DP native conflicts. The removal of DP conflicts caused by notches may not be possible during layout legalization when the layout area is fixed and may lead to an area overhead when the layout area is allowed to increase for legalization. As a result, getting rid of notches that cannot be manufactured in a single exposure prior to coloring is a good practice and makes layout legalization for DP more efficient.

An effective way to remove small notches is by joining their two segments so as to fill the notches. Filling a notch requires little layout modifications: it does not create extra color violations and adding extra material (i.e. metal) does not affect other layers. To avoid creating “fat wires” that have peculiar spacing requirements with their neighboring features, we fill notches prior to coloring only when the depth of the notch is smaller than a specified value, \(D_{\text{max}}\). Figure 11 depicts the characteristics of notches that will be filled in our DP-enablement framework.

B. Sacrifice of redundant contacts/vias when necessary

The process of identifying redundant vias is similar to the process of identifying redundant contacts and, for brevity, we only describe the latter process. We start by finding overlap regions of the top layer (M1) and the bottom layer (Polyisicon or active). If a single polygon of the overlap region interacts with two or more contacts, these contacts are identified as a group of redundant contacts. Next, we choose one of the contacts from each group to be a required contact/via and add all such required contacts to single contacts to form a new layer of required contacts. The remaining contacts that were not chosen as required contacts are considered redundant. The choice of the required contact among a group is made with preference to the contact with the highest flexibility of movement as illustrated in Figure 12. Contacts that were considered redundant are assigned to a new layer.

If M1 is double patterned, the line-end part of M1 that covers a redundant contact is removed, as shown in Figure 13, and overlapping redundant contacts with M1 is specified as a recommended, but not required, constraint. The LP of the conflict removal method will meet this recommended constraint only when possible without creating a DP conflict or any DR violations. In other words, redundant contacts will be sacrificed only when necessary to resolve conflicts. To ensure...
C. Sacrifice of pin segments when necessary

M1 pin segments that do not connect to any other layer in the layout stack are removed for possible sacrifice as shown in Figure 14. To allow the layout perturbation to recover the removed parts when possible without creating violations, the original M1 layer is kept and a recommended constraint is added to the LP problem to minimize the distance between the new M1 edge and the original M1 edge.

The removal of M1 pin segments and M1 parts that cover redundant contacts/vias is performed before the DP coloring. This way, because violations are reduced, extra candidate stitches can be identified and taken advantage of to reduce DP conflicts. When the sacrifice is not necessary to resolve conflicts, these extra stitches will be removed by the coloring algorithm (by coloring violating parts of a stitch with the same color) and the layout perturbation will recover the sacrificed parts as described earlier.

D. Handling recommended constraints during legalization

Recommended constraints are handled in the LP formulation of the conflict removal framework in a similar way as infeasible constraints are handled, i.e., by introducing a new variable to relax the constraint and minimizing this relaxation variable in the objective function. This is illustrated through the example of Figure 13 where M1 covering the redundant contact C is set as a recommended constraint. Here, M1 is shrunk until it slightly overlaps with the redundant contact C. X1 is the location of the M1 edge overlapping the redundant contact C and X2 is the location of the bottom edge of the redundant contact (underneath M1). The constraint is then \( X_2 - X_1 + r_{12} = \text{contact width rule} + \text{M1 overlap past contact rule} \). \( r_{12} \) is included in the objective function so that it is minimized. The minimization of relaxation variables for recommended constraints is given less priority than the minimization of the relaxation variables of infeasible required constraints (by assigning a smaller weight in the objective function). This way, recommended constraints are met only when possible without creating any DP conflicts, DR violation, or area increase.

It is worth noting that the minimization of the relaxation variables can be weighted according to the importance of what is being sacrificed (e.g., pin-access metric such as in [23]).

V. DP-COMPATIBLE DESIGN

Our DP coloring and legalization framework primarily targets standard-cell-based designs. The framework can also be used, however, for small full-custom macro designs as we demonstrate later in the paper in Section VI.

To create a DP-compatible standard-cell-based design, the framework is used to build a standard-cell library. The design is then synthesized using the new library and placement and routing are carried out to create the layout of the entire design. This method preserves the abstraction and common practice in the design of state-of-the-art systems, where standard-cell libraries are commonly developed separately from the physical design and must meet all manufacturing constraints before their release.

With our method, DP conflict-free cells are achieved and they are designed so that no DP conflicts can occur at cell boundaries after placement. Consider the example where M1, which is usually the most complex and dense layer, is double-patterned. The coloring of the \( V_{dd} \) and \( GND \) power rails is fixed in all cells as shown in Figure 15. During placement, cells are possibly flipped with respect to the vertical axis so that cells in the same column have \( V_{dd} \) and \( GND \) on the same sides (with fixed coloring) and cells of one column and the next/previous columns share the same power rails (as shown in Figure 15). DP conflicts between cells of the same column are prevented as follows. Two dummy M1 wires are added before the coloring process at the cell edges (as in Figure 15) so that all features at the cell sides are assigned the same color (similar to [12]). These dummies are removed after the conflict removal flow is complete and they do not appear on the masks.

Two versions of each cell are provided, one with the initial coloring (after conflict removal) and another with flipped coloring (excluding the power rails coloring) that guarantees no conflict with power rails. If the placement of two cells in the same column results in a DP conflict at the cell boundary, we simply use the version of one of the cells where the coloring is flipped.

Timing differences between the coloring-versions of the same cell may occur due to Critical Dimension (CD) variation of the different exposures and different overlay impacts. Such timing variations are expected to be insignificant, however, since intra-cell M1 wires are naturally short [24]. Consequently, timing analysis needs not be aware of the exact
Results of our DP coloring at the M1 layer with two sets of same-color spacing rules and comparison with our greedy and MINCUT-based flipping approaches. The minimum different-color spacing rule is 65 nm, while the minimum overlap length is 10 nm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>M1 Layer</th>
<th>S2S = 110, T2S = 120, T2T = 130nm</th>
<th>Greedy Flipping</th>
<th>MINCUT Flipping</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Design</td>
<td>Instances</td>
<td>Viol</td>
<td>Stitches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR1200</td>
<td>3,077</td>
<td>1,007</td>
<td>2,152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TV80</td>
<td>6,429</td>
<td>3,692</td>
<td>5226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AE18</td>
<td>10,556</td>
<td>9,053</td>
<td>9,597</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIPS789</td>
<td>19,868</td>
<td>21,273</td>
<td>26,753</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>28,582</td>
<td>29,061</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I: The results, depicted in Table I, show that the greedy-based flipping leads to at most 3.8% larger number of stitches than that achieved with the MINCUT-based flipping, which has the same run-time complexity as [9]. And, for many of the cases, both methods lead to the same number of stitches; those are the cases when no color-flipping is necessary.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS

The DP coloring was implemented using Calibre SVRF code [25], for performing projection and forming the final mask layout, and C++ with OpenAccess database/API for the actual coloring of non-violating parts of the layout. An implementation from Boost C++ Libraries [26] was used for identifying connected components and sub-components and the implementation for the Stoer and Wagner MINCUT algorithm from OGDF library [27] was used to find the optimal color-flipping of sub-components. The DP conflict removal with layout perturbation was implemented and integrated into the minimum perturbation based VLSI artwork legalization system [1].

A. Reporting DP conflicts in the legalization results

We verify post-coloring DP conflicts (or DP violations) by running design rule check (DRC) on the colored layout using Calibre nmDRC. Same-color spacing violations are effectively DP coloring conflicts. In this case, multiple violations may exist between any two polygons.

The natural way of counting post-coloring conflicts is to count every same-color spacing violation as a conflict. Such count is suitable for evaluating the layout coloring; it is not a good metric, however, for quantifying the effectiveness of the conflict-removal framework. Consider the example of Figure 16(a). If every spacing violation (every aqua-blue polygon in the figure) is counted as a conflict, the layout would have three conflicts. The conflict-removal framework will only need to fix two conflicts, however, since fixing one of the two spacing violations on the top will most likely fix the other automatically (by moving the bottom edge of the top layout polygon up). Yet, not all spacing violations between the same two layout polygons can be treated as a single violation. In the case of Figure 16(b), fixing the two violations will certainly require the movement of two edges (the bottom edges of the top polygon up). Therefore, for better accuracy in reporting the conflict-removal results, we inspect the spacing violations visually to determine how many conflicts they correspond to.

B. Coloring results

We test our greedy-based flipping and MINCUT-based flipping coloring methods on M1 layouts with the same runtime environment (2GHz CPU and 18GB RAM). The layouts correspond to designs from [28] with number of cell-instances ranging from 3K to 20K. We perform this testing with two sets of same-color spacing rules. The first set is with different values for the different rules and the second set is with the same value for all same-color spacing rules.

The results, depicted in Table I, show that the greedy-based flipping leads to at most 3.8% larger number of stitches than that achieved with the MINCUT-based flipping, which has the same run-time complexity as [9]. And, for many of the cases, both methods lead to the same number of stitches; those are the cases when no color-flipping is necessary.

Previous works on DP coloring allow a single same-color spacing rule-value. Consequently, even if the manufacturing process permits the first set of rules, the coloring of previous works must be performed with the second set of rules (i.e., all rules are equal to the largest of all rules) to ensure no DP conflicts are ignored during the coloring. The results of Table I show that, in this case, the number of violation increases by 38% on average and by 53% in the worst case. Hence, allowing multiple rule-values to be used in the coloring is crucial when the rules have different values, which is the case in latest technologies.

Table I show that, for the cases where the color-flipping was not necessary, the run-time results of both methods are comparable. When coloring flipping is necessary (cases in Table I where the number of stitches is different for the two methods), however, the run-time of the greedy-based flipping

1The rule values are assumed and may be different in an actual process. Yet, whenever the rule values are different and no matter the actual values, allowing multiple same-color spacing rules during the coloring and layout legalization leads to a reduced number of violations (or at least the same) compared to when a single same-color spacing rule is allowed.
is significantly faster than that of the MINCUT-based flipping (up to 167× faster for the largest design).

Since color-flipping does not affect the number of violations in the conflict graph, the number of violations resulting from both coloring methods, i.e., the greedy-based and MINCUT-based flipping, should ideally be the same. In some cases however, the number of violations obtained with both methods may be slightly different (e.g., OR1200 design with the first set of rules and MIPS789 design with the second set of rules in Table I) due to a coloring problem that will be explained in Section VI-E.

To quantify the benefit of stitches in reducing the number of violations, we repeat the DP coloring while forbidding stitches and compare the results to that from Table I (case of S2S = S2T = T2T = 130nm). The results, depicted in Figure 17, show that allowing for stitches reduces the number of violations by roughly 40%. Therefore, forbidding stitching entirely in DP is expected to significantly restrict the layout. It is important to note that stitching may be forbidden at certain locations as in [4] (e.g., at corners). Forbidding candidate stitch locations can be applied easily with our coloring approach by merging regions of forbidden-stitching with overlapping violating parts as illustrated in Figure 18. If the region of forbidden stitching has no overlapping violating part, no measure needs to be taken as stitching will only occur at the interface with a violating part, which is outside the forbidden region in this case.

Different methods for measuring violations can result in significantly different number of violations. For example, corner-to-corner same-color spacing violations may be considered as violations in one method but ignored in another; also, one method may consider same-color spacing violations between vertical segments of any U-shape, but another method may ignore these if one or both vertical segments are shorter than a certain length. Also, since stitches are used to remove DP conflicts/violations, if the number of identified violations is different, the number of stitches will also be different. Hence, to compare the number of violations and number of stitches of our coloring approaches with that of a previous work, the same method must be used to detect violations in layouts colored with our methods and layouts colored with methods from the previous work.

Five layout test cases from [5] were available to us: four at the Poly layer in uncolored form and one at the M2 layer in colored form. For the colored test case, we use our violation-measuring method to determine the number of violations in the initial coloring, performed using the pure ILP approach of [5], and the coloring performed using our coloring approaches and the same DP rules (same-color spacing and overlap length). Table II reports the number of violations and number of stitches for the different coloring methods. Compared with the layout colored using the ILP-based method of [5], the layouts colored with our coloring approaches contain roughly half the number of violations, while the number of stitches is proportionate. For the uncolored test cases as well as the colored test case, we compare the running times of our coloring approaches with those reported in [5] for the pure ILP approach and the conflict cycle detection (CCD) approach, which artificially removes odd-cycles prior to solving the ILP. The results are shown in Table III. The layouts are at the Polysilicon (Poly) and M2 layers with rules from FreePDK 45nm process [29] for designs with cell-instances ranging from 26k to 300k and synthesized using Nangate 45nm Open Cell Library [30]. The same assumption of minimum same-color spacing (1.2× minimum-spacing relaxation for Poly and 1.1× minimum-spacing relaxation for M2) and overlap length were used for all coloring methods.

Our DP coloring method with greedy-based flipping is the fastest: up to 80× faster than the pure ILP approach, 63× faster than the CCD approach of [5], and 19× faster than our coloring method with MINCUT flipping. Our MINCUT-based flipping method results in up to 9% smaller number of stitches compared with our greedy-based flipping. It is also up to 9× faster than the pure ILP approach and 7× faster than the CCD approach of [5].

### Table II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Viol</td>
<td>Stitches</td>
<td>Viol</td>
<td>Stitches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR1200</td>
<td>1,793</td>
<td>1,848</td>
<td>887</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. DP conflict-removal and legalization results

Our DP conflict-removal framework was tested on a commercial 22nm standard-cell and macro layouts (on a 2GHz CPU/18GB RAM machine). We assume M1 is double patterned and apply the conflict removal method for layouts that have DP conflicts. The M1 minimum different-color spacing

---

This result may not be generalizable, however, as it is based on the single layout that was available in colored form. Moreover our violation-measuring method that was used to report the results may differ from that of [5] and, hence, many of the violations may not have been considered while performing the coloring of [5].
In one experiment, we apply our DP conflict removal method to standard cells. The results show that DP conflicts in many cells were completely removed without area increase and any DR violations. For some other cells, few DP conflicts remain unsolvable when the area is fixed. We give two options to deal with such stubborn conflicts. The first option is to keep these conflicts and report their locations so that the layout designer fixes them manually. The second option is to run the conflict removal framework a second run with non-fixed area so that all conflicts are removed. Figure 19 shows an example layout where M1 is double-patterned before and after the layout perturbation to remove conflicts. As Figure 19(b) depicts, the conflict removal method with fixed area is able to remove three out of the four conflicts in the original layout of Figure 19(a). The remaining stubborn conflict is removed when Poly and active are allowed to move and area is allowed to increase as shown in Figure 19(c). In this case, the restrictive DR of Poly on grid are met by modifying the LP program as described in [20]. A summary of the results is given in Table IV. For all cells, the runtime for the entire conflict removal flow (coloring plus conflict removal) is less than 10 seconds in real time. In five out of nine cells, all conflicts are removed without increasing the layout area.

D. Effects of preferred coloring and sacrifice of redundant CA and pin segments

The use of the preferred coloring method and the possible sacrifice of non-crucial layout features including redundant contacts and pin segments makes the conflict removal more effective. To quantify the impact of these two methods, we run our framework with fixed area and while enabling or disabling the two methods. The number of conflicts results for the different cases are reported in Figure 20 and are compared to the original number of conflicts in the layout before applying the legalization framework and with non-preferred coloring. Up to ~4X smaller number of conflicts can be achieved when the methods are applied for cell layouts and up to ~2X smaller number conflicts can be achieved when the methods are applied for macro layouts. It can also be clearly observed from the results that the conflict removal is effective only when both methods are applied at the same time.

E. A coloring problem solved automatically with legalization

When the tip-to-tip and/or tip-to-side same-color spacing rules are larger than the side-to-side different-color spacing rule plus the minimum width rule, unforeseen post-coloring DP violations may be introduced between newly created tips.
at stitch locations and the neighboring shapes as shown by the highlighted regions in Figure 16. This problem may occur with any coloring method that rely on edge-based DRC for checking for color violations and perform projection; it is the reason why we obtained different number of violations with the greedy-based and the MINCUT-based flipping methods in Table I. Our post-coloring legalization approach is advantageous in handling this issue because compaction on already-colored layouts implicitly fixes these newly introduced DP violations.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We proposed a novel framework to enable DP in the design. Our coloring method guarantees a conflict-free solution for layouts without native conflicts and is performed with a $O(n)$ heuristic algorithm. The automated DP conflict removal and layout legalization are performed simultaneously across all layout layers while minimizing perturbation using a LP. The method enables designing with conventional DRs and masks the designer from the complexity in dealing with DP layers and requirements. The way we formulate the problem allowed us to achieve high-quality results with extremely fast run-time (less than 10 seconds in real time for typical cells). The method targets primarily standard-cell layouts but it can also be applied for small full-custom layouts and interconnect layers in complete designs as we showed in the paper. Although we demonstrate the method on LELE DP, the method is more general and can be naturally extended for other MP technologies including triple/quadruple-patterning in multiple litho-etch steps process as well as SADP. For SADP, all that is needed is a layout-coloring method as [21] and a set of design rules to ensure SADP compatibility of the layout as in [22].
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